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With so much school work 

to do, most kids don’t think 

about staying healthy. 

However, living a healthy 

life is very important, and 

it’s not just about eating 

fruit and vegetables. 

Let’s learn how to gain a 

healthier lifestyle!

1. Eating healthily

A healthy diet includes 

fruits, vegetables, dairy, 

and low-fat meats such as chicken and fish. It is also important 

to drink plenty of water. Our bodies are nourished when we 

eat right and stay hydrated. This ensures that we grow to 

be strong and healthy. Avoid eating too many sugary snacks 

such as cookies and candies – eating one or two is okay, but 

don’t eat them all!

2. Exercising often

Exercising for an hour every day helps strengthen our muscles, 

bones, and heart so that they stay strong. Swimming, running, 

and playing sports with friends are fun activities, and they 

are great forms of exercise too!

Part A. Let's Read

SECTION 1SECTION 1

A Healthy Life
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Part B. Let's Talk

What foods
are good for
us and which

foods are bad?

What happens to
our bodies

when we are
not healthy?

Why is it
important to
get enough

sleep?

What can we
do to avoid
becoming
stressed?

3. Sleeping well

Getting enough sleep is also 

part of staying healthy. When 

we’re sleepy, it’s harder to 

stay awake in class or do well 

on our school work. Not getting 

enough sleep can even make 

us feel grumpy and get sick. 

Kids should sleep for around 

ten hours each night!

4. Preventing stress

Stress is what we feel when we worry about something too much,

such as an exam. We may feel angry, scared, or sad when we 

worry about these things. Stressing too much can also make us 

get sick. Things you can do to help with stress include asking for 

help, exercising, or doing something fun, such as painting pictures 

or playing outside with friends.

Eating healthily, exercising, and preventing stress will help 

us stay happy and strong! What do you do to stay healthy?
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Write each word and its definition. Next, write a sentence using the new word.

1

2

3

4

Word :                                                noun / verb / adjective / adverb

Definition:

Sentence:

Word :                                                noun / verb / adjective / adverb

Definition:

Sentence:

Word :                                                noun / verb / adjective / adverb

Definition:

Sentence:

Word :                                                noun / verb / adjective / adverb

Definition:

Sentence:

Part B. My New WordsPart C. My New Words
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Word :                                                noun / verb / adjective / adverb

Definition:

Sentence:

Word :                                                noun / verb / adjective / adverb

Definition:

Sentence:

5

Find new words in the text that have similar meanings to the following words.

Part D. Vocabulary Check 1

6

1. unhappy

3. unwell

2. afraid

4. tired
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1

To stay away from or stop
yourself from doing
something

An organ inside the chest
which pumps blood around 
the body

2

3

To give what is needed to
grow strong and healthy

My favorite _______________________ is tennis.

Trains, buses, and airplanes are all _______________________ of transportation.

Getting lost in a new place can cause lots of _______________________.

If you are visiting a hot place, you must take care to stay __________________.

You will _______________________ weight if you eat lots of chocolate.

1. 

2.

3.

4.

5.

Write a word that matches each of the following definitions.

Part E. Vocabulary Check 2

Complete the sentences by filling in the blanks with the words from the 
word box.

Part F. Challenge Yourself!

forms stress hydrated sport gain

n

a

h
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World Snacks

Paletas are frozen fruit bars eaten in 
Mexico. They come in many flavors, including 
avocado, banana milk, and strawberry. Unlike 
ice cream, paletas don’t have extra sugar as 
they are already sweet and fruity.

Biltong is a dried meat snack eaten in South 
Africa. This snack has lots of protein and is 
low in sugar. This means it is great for building 
muscles and keeping us strong.

Part A. Let's Learn

There are many healthy snacks around the world. Let’s learn about them!

SECTION 2SECTION 2

Hummus is a well-known snack in countries 
such as Egypt and Turkey. It is made from 
beans, lemon, garlic, and seeds. It can be 
eaten with pita bread or used as a dip for 
fresh vegetables.

Dried seaweed is a popular snack in Japan. 
This tasty treat is crunchy and salty, like a 
potato chip, but it’s much healthier! Seaweed 
contains vitamins that help prevent disease.
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Part B. Let's Check

Refer to the text, World Snacks, and draw lines to suggest a snack for each 
person.

Refer to the reading, A Healthy Life. Circle the letter next to the correct 
answer.

Part C. Multiple Choice Questions

Which of the following is part
of a healthy lifestyle?

a. Drinking plenty of water

b. Eating sugary snacks

c. Watching lots of TV

d. Sleeping until lunchtime

What can be done to prevent
feeling stressed?

a. Do fun activities

b. Exercise

c. Ask for help

d. All of the above

1. 2. Which of the following foods
is not healthy?   

a. Fish

b. Cookies

c. Milk

d. Carrots

Why is stress a bad thing?

a. It can make us sick

b. It stops us eating healthily

c. It makes us sad and angry

d. Both a. and c.

3. 4.

Harry eats lots of
potato chips but
wants a better
snack that will
keep him healthy.

Ann likes sweet 
things, but is 
worried about the 
risks of eating too 
much sugar.

Fred wants to
grow big and
strong to become
the best swimmer
in the world!

1 2 3
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1. 

5.

7.

8.

6.

4.

3.

2.

Refer to the reading, A Healthy Life, and use the clues to complete the 
crossword puzzle.

Part D. Challenge Yourself!

Down Across
1.

2.

3.

4.

The way in which a person lives their 
life

A very large amount of something; 
more than enough

Stopping something bad from
happening

Healthy foods growing in the ground

5.

6.

7.

8.

To make something or someone
stronger

Not asleep

Foodstuffs that come from animals, 
such as milk, cheese, and butter

The body parts we strengthen by
exercising, which allow us to move
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Modal Verbs
Modal verbs are used to talk about how important it is to do something.

We use may to talk about things that we can choose to do.
Example: Stanley may borrow my pencil.

We use should to talk about things that are a good idea to do.
Example: You should take an umbrella with you.

We use must  to talk about things that we have to do.
Example: Students must walk in the corridors.

To write a negative sentence, we put the word ‘not’ after the modal verb.
Example: You should not make too much noise.

Part E. Language Focus

Let’s practice! Use the words and pictures to make sentences with
modal verbs.

1. Eat cookies 2. Study often 3. Walk the dog

4. Talk during lessons 5. Recycle plastic 6. Go to the cinema

7. Be quiet 8. Hand in homework 9. Open your presents
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Beth's Health Kick

Part A. Let's Read

SECTION 1SECTION 3

Beth's Tropical Twister Beth's Daily Exercises

Part B. Let's Talk

What is your
favorite

healthy snack?

What do you
think a 'health

kick' is?

This summer, Beth has decided to get healthy. She has traded a diet 
of chocolate and candy for a diet of fruit and other healthy snacks. 
She has also begun to exercise regularly. Beth is on a health kick!

Beth thinks that everyone should do more to gain a healthy lifestyle, 
so she has shared her exercise routine and the recipe for her 
favorite healthy snack!

- 6 fresh strawberries 

- 1 cup of fresh pineapple

- 6 ounces of yogurt

Morning:

• 8:00 a.m.: Jumping Jacks

• 8:10 a.m.: Jog along the

promenade with Mom

Lunchtime:

• 12:30 p.m.: Swim in the

  pool at school

Evening:

• 5:00 p.m.: Stretches,

  squats, and skipping

- 0.5 cup of bran cereal

- 1.5 cups of low-fat milk

Why do you
think Beth has 
decided to get 

healthy?

What exercises
do you like to

do?

First, wash your strawberries and pineapple. 
Remove the stems from the strawberries and 
peel the pineapple.

Next, chop all the fruit into small pieces and 
place it into the blender.

Add the cereal, milk, and yogurt into the 
blender.

Then, place the lid on the blender, ensuring 
that it is closed tight.

Now, blend your ingredients for 30 seconds.

Finally, serve the tropical twister in a chilled 
glass and enjoy!

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Steps:

Ingredients:
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Part C. Let's Learn the Skill

Logical Order

Part D. Let's Practice

1. Read the information below. Write numbers to place it in a logical order.

Place the smaller ball on top of the big ball. The 
small ball will be the snowman’s head and the big 
ball will be his body.

Now, put the ball you have made on the floor. Roll 
it around in the snow; it will slowly get bigger and 
bigger.

The first thing to do if you want to build a snowman 
is to find a place with a patch of fresh snow.

To complete the snowman, use stones for his eyes 
and mouth, a carrot for his nose, and sticks for his 
arms. You can also give him a hat!

When you have found a patch of fresh snow, pick 
up a handful of snow and roll it into a ball between 
your hands.

When the first ball is big enough, roll a second one. 
This one should be smaller than the first one.

Logical order is placing information in an order that makes sense.

For example, if we are giving people instructions on how to cook a dish, 
we would provide the steps in the order they need to be done.

We can use sequence words like “first”, “next”, “after”, and “finally” to 
indicate the logical order.

When you read a text, think about the reasons why the writer chose to 
place the information in the order that they did.
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2. Complete the table below by writing the steps of your daily journey to 
school in a logical order.

Refer to the reading passage, Beth’s Health Kick, to help you complete the 
following activities.

1. Find and underline the sequence words from Beth’s recipe and write 
them below.

2. Why do you think these steps must be followed in this order?

3. What needs to be done before the fruits are chopped up?

1

2

3

4

5

6

Part E. Let's Put Things in Logical Order 
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Finally

Then

First

Later

4. When should you pour the tropical twister into a chilled glass?

5. Why must the lid of the blender be tightly closed?

6. Read the following short paragraph and fill in the blanks with the given 
sequence words.

Beth has a very exciting exercise routine. In the 

morning. , she does some 

jumping jacks. , she goes for a 

jog along the promenade near her home with her mom.

, at lunch time, Beth goes for a swim 

in the pool at school. , when Beth 

gets home after the school day is over, she does some 

stretches and squats and does some skipping.

Unhealthy

Healthy

Part F. Let's Check

Look at the food pictures and draw lines to the correct word.
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SECTION 4SECTION 4

Part A. Let's Learn

Fun Exercises

Trampolining is another exercise that is lots 
and lots of fun! You can jump, bounce, and 
twist in the air using all your muscles! You 
can visit trampoline parks where there are 
lots of fun trampoline activities to do.

Swimming is a fantastic form of exercise. 
This is because we use most of the muscles 
in our body when we swim. It is also great 
for the heart and lungs because it trains 
your body to use oxygen more effectively.

Dancing is another form of exercise that 
uses the whole body! This keeps your bones 
strong. It’s also good for the brain, as you 
must remember all the steps! Ballet, ballroom, 
and tap are some forms of dance you can do.

Playing team sports is an excellent way to
exercise. These are also very social, so you 
can make friends while you compete and 
get fit! Soccer, hockey, and netball are all 
popurlar team sports.

Exercises are a very important part of a healthy lifestyle. Let’s learn 
about some of them!
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Part B. Let's Talk

Circle the letter next to the correct answers.

Part C. Multiple Choice Questions

Which snack is popular in South 
Africa?

Which one is not a form of exercise?

1.

3.

5.

Which one is not a healthy snack?

Which one exercises your whole body?

Why are paletas healthier than ice
cream?

2.

4.

They are cold

They have no extra sugar

They taste fruity

All of the above

a. 

b. 

c.

d.

Biltong

Paletas

Dried seaweed

Hummus

a. 

b. 

c.

d.

Hummus

Dried seaweed

Pizza

Pineapple

a. 

b. 

c.

d.

Trampolining

Swimming

Dancing

All of the above

a. 

b. 

c.

d.

a. b. c. d. 

Which other
kinds of

exercise do
you know of?

What happens
to our bodies if

we don't
exercise?

What exercises
do you like

doing?

Which parts of
our bodies is
exercise good

for?
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Answer the following questions in full sentences.

Part D. Written Response Questions

Listen carefully to the words and write them on the lines below.

Part E. Let's Spell

1. 

3. 

5. 

7. 

2. 

4. 

6. 

8. 

1. What things can we do to gain a healthier lifestyle?

2. Why is it important to stay healthy?

3. Do you think you have a healthy lifestyle already? Explain.
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Part F. Let's Present

How will you gain a healthier lifestyle? Think about your favorite exercises and 
healthy snacks. Sketch them below and write some notes about them. Then, 
decide how you will include them in your life more. Finally, present your healthier 
lifestyle to the class!

Why should 
people try

to have healthier
lifestyles?

Which snacks will 
you include in a 
healthier diet?

Which exercises 
do you enjoy and 
which ones don't 

you enjoy?
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Try This at Home!

Part B. Let's Check

lungs

social

remember

twist

compete

Match the words to the definitions.

Part A. Let's Match

To try to win a game 
or contest

Organs that fill with 
air when we breathe

When people are 
together and talk

To recall something 
previously learned

To turn, bend, or curl 
into a different shape

Look at the the pictures and draw lines to correctly name each body part.

1

2

3

4

5

lungs heart brainmuscle bone

Try This at Home!
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